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Abstract 
 
Development and Implementation of Utility Relocation Cost Estimation 
System 
 
Yang Xu, M.S.E 
The University of Texas at Austin, 2018 
 
Supervisor:  Carlos H Caldas 
 
This thesis explores how to leverage information management techniques in developing a 
database system which can store, access and query data to generate preliminary cost 
estimate reports for utility relocations in highway construction projects. Although cost 
estimation for utility relocation is an essential part of most transportation projects, there 
are very few ready-to-use cost database or software platform available to fulfill this purpose 
for state DOTs personnel. Therefore, the research aimed to develop a database system that 
can provide estimates with historical cost data. The unit cost data used in this database are 
derived either from the executed utility agreements between TxDOT office and utility 
owners or a publicly available open source database. The estimated costs are computed 
with these pre-stored data. As a result of the research, the Utility Relocation Cost 
Estimation Database system was completed and has been handed over to TxDOT Austin 
District for further tests and implementations.  
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Chapter 1    Introduction 
1.1 RESEARCH MOTIVATION 
With the rapid development of transportation infrastructure systems, conflicts 
between public utility facilities and transportation projects are becoming more and more 
common. Utility relocation happens when it is not feasible to solve utility conflicts by 
making changes in transportation designs. Although utility companies share the right of 
way with the state department of transportation (DOT), they are responsible for moving 
their facilities to accommodate significant changes on roadways. If a utility relocation is 
inevitable for the transportation project and the cost is at the expense of the state, then the 
cost is defined as reimbursable cost. Utility relocation is identified as reimbursable, only 
under one of the following two circumstances (Garcia, 2017): 
“1. Improved segments on a state highway facility will occupy the compensable 
property of a utility. This includes the extension of a highway in an urban area; 
 2. The highway is designated as part of the National System of Interstate and 
Defense Highways. Relocation is eligible for federal participation.” 
On reimbursable utility relocation projects, State DOTs are responsible not only for 
coordinating the utility relocation procedure but also for paying the final relocation cost. 
In general, utility companies and State DOTs are required by law to enter into agreements 
describing the scope of work and responsibilities for financing and accomplishing the 
work. In most utility relocations on TxDOT highway projects, the expenses are at least 
partially reimbursable. That usually means TxDOT has a financial obligation to pay for the 
relocation of utility facilities affected by the transportation project. Unfortunately, 
however, so far there are very few preliminary cost estimation tools in hand for personnel 
in the TxDOT Austin District. Consequently, the district has little information on the 
expenditure of the utility relocation project except the cost estimations made by utility 
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companies themselves. In such a case, it is difficult for the district to play an active role in 
coordination with multiple parties involved in utility relocation throughout the entire 
project. On the contrary, if there were a customized tool that could enable the district to 
obtain additional information about cost estimation in advance, then the district would be 
able to make more favorable decisions and also be more competent to coordinate the utility 
relocation.  
1.2 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
This research project aimed to develop an effective cost estimation database system 
for utility relocation in highway construction projects. The system developed through this 
research provides reliable cost estimation for utility relocation projects with historical cost 
data. To be specific, two data sources were employed to generate the final relocation 
estimates. The first one comes from previously executed Utility Agreements between 
TxDOT and utility companies. Cost data from agreements are the most valuable 
information for implementing cost estimation when adjusted for inflation because these 
data came directly from local projects. In this respect, unit costs from agreements are the 
ideal data for reference. However, sometimes there might not be records for a certain type 
of utility facility, which needs to be relocated in a transportation project. In such a case, 
extra data sources are necessary. Therefore, in the Utility Relocation Cost Estimation 
database, another type of historical cost data, was used as an alternative data source. With 
these cost references, the TxDOT personnel could have a general idea about the price range 
for a variety of utility facilities in advance. In addition to the features mentioned above, the 
system was also developed with easy-to-use interfaces, which provide utility engineers 
with a user-friendly working environment and maximize the efficiency of generating the 
cost estimation reports.  
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1.3 RESEARCH SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS 
The database system was developed mainly to generate cost estimation reports for 
utility relocation projects. The uppermost objective of the system is to conduct cost 
estimation for any given utility facility by querying and retrieving cost information pre-
stored in the database. Therefore, all the entities in the system were created to fulfill the 
cost estimation goal. Some entities in the system, such as Project, Company, Facility, etc., 
were largely simplified - only those features relevant to cost estimation were reserved. For 
example, there is only one field - Company Name - in the Company form. Additionally, 
the Utility Relocation Cost Estimation system is a highly customized tool that was mainly 
designed to provide services to TxDOT personnel. In this respect, this database may lack 
certain sophisticated features/functions, when compared with other professional cost 
estimation software on the market.  
 
1.4 STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS 
This thesis is organized into six chapters. Chapter 1 discusses the research 
motivation, objectives, scope, and the overall structure of the thesis. Chapter 2 provides 
the research methodology to accomplish the Utility Relocation Cost Estimation system. 
Chapter 3 presents a thorough literature review on utility relocation, and construction cost 
estimation. Chapter 4 reviews the development of the Utility Relocation Cost Estimation 
system. Chapter 5 elaborates on the implementation of the Utility Relocation Cost 
Estimation system. Ultimately, Chapter 6 presents a conclusion and points out potential 
improvements for future work. 
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Chapter 2    Research Methodology 
The research discussed in this thesis was completed through five major phases, as 
shown in Figure 2-1: (1) Conduct Literature Review; (2) Decide Database Platform; (3) 
Develop the Utility Relocation Cost Estimation System; (4) Implement the Utility 
Relocation Cost Estimation System; (5) Draw Conclusions and Recommendations. 
 
 
Figure 2-1:  Flow Chart of Research Methodology 
Conduct Literature 
Review
Decide Database 
Platform
Develop The Utility 
Relocation Cost 
Estimation System
Implement The Utility 
Relocation Cost 
Estimation System
Conclusions and 
Recommendations
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2.1 CONDUCT LITERATURE REVIEW 
A comprehensive literature review provides knowledge and an overview of current 
practices regarding utility relocation processes and cost estimation in construction projects. 
To be specific, the review of TxDOT’s Utility Manual, Project Development Process 
Manual and the chapter of Utility Relocations in Caltrans’ Right of Way Manual 
contributes largely to a broad understanding of the utility relocation process. In addition to 
utility relocation, the review of Project Management for Construction - Fundamental 
Concepts for Owners, Engineers, Architects, and Builders provides comprehensive 
knowledge of cost estimation, especially in the construction industry. An overview of cost 
estimation and the role it plays in construction projects are elaborated. Then, common 
methods used to compute cost estimates are discussed. Finally, the implementation of 
computer-aided cost estimation systems and the influence of these platforms are 
introduced.    
 
 
2.2 DECIDE DATABASE PLATFORM 
Another work that occurs in parallel with the literature review is an analysis of 
database platform options. Since, in this case, user needs are quite clear and 
straightforward, the final deliverable should be a usable database tool that can generate 
detailed cost estimation reports with basic data input by end users. With this objective, the 
first thing is to decide what platform the research team will work on to develop the cost 
estimation database system. Although there is a variety of database platforms on the 
market, Microsoft Access was ultimately chosen to develop our system after a series of 
comparisons between different options. Microsoft Access is easy to install and use, both 
for developers and users. In addition, it is the most popular desktop database system 
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throughout the world. The robust compatibility provided by Microsoft Access allows the 
Utility Relocation Cost Estimation system to be integrated into the TxDOT IT system as a 
sub-module. 
 
2.3 DEVELOP THE UTILITY RELOCATION COST ESTIMATION SYSTEM 
After the literature review and technical preparation, the feasibility of the Utility 
Relocation Cost Estimation system was fully confirmed by the research group. With 
consideration of the selected database platform, the architecture of the system was divided 
into two layers: (1) Database – The back-end data access layer; (2) User interface – The 
front-end presentation layer. Then, several rounds of brainstorming and discussion sessions 
were conducted, which primarily focus on technical details, such as what entities should 
be included in the system, what attributes should be assigned to a specific entity, and what 
types of relationships should be established between two given entities. In general, the 
development of the database could be divided into six steps by time:  
 
1. Determining entities involved in the Utility Relocation Cost Estimation database 
2. Selecting attributes for each entity 
3. Discovering relationships between entities 
4. Creating tables and queries to store and retrieve data  
5. Designing forms and reports to interact with users  
6. Implementing the database into practice  
 
The procedure for developing the Utility Relocation Cost Estimation system will 
be introduced in detail in Chapter 4. 
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2.4 IMPLEMENT THE UTILITY RELOCATION COST ESTIMATION SYSTEM 
Several rounds of testing and debugging were conducted to ensure the robustness 
and usability of the Utility Relocation Cost Estimation system. In brief, during the 
development phase, testing data were used as placeholders in the system to ensure the 
workflow and usability of the database. Right after the completion of all function modules, 
real data derived from utility agreements, such as facility and cost information, were used 
to test the database. There are two major benefits of using real data at this stage. For one, 
the validity of the database is confirmed by real data. For another, real data are stored in 
the database to serve as historical records for future cost estimations. Furthermore, when 
all the tests were done, the system was handed over to TxDOT personnel for third-round 
on-site testing. Later, feedback on the system test was collected, with which the database 
was updated and adjusted to accommodate new user needs. After all the updates were 
completed, the revised version was submitted to TxDOT. The implementation of the Utility 
Relocation Cost Estimation system will be discussed and reviewed in Chapter 5. 
 
2.5 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Chapter 6 summarizes research on the development and implementation of the 
database and draws conclusions based on the outcomes. This chapter also elaborates on 
how we can further develop this cost estimation system and provides recommendations for 
future research. 
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Chapter 3    Literature Review 
A preliminary review of the literature was conducted in the early stages of the 
research. This review focused on finding information related to two major areas: 1. 
reviewing basic concepts and general processes of utility relocations; and 2. gaining a 
comprehensive understanding of cost estimation. This chapter begins with a glossary of 
terms concerning utility relocations. Then, an overview of cost estimation and the role it 
plays in construction projects are elaborated. Common methods used to compute cost 
estimates are introduced. Also, the implementation of computer-aided cost estimating 
systems and the influence of these platforms are discussed. Ultimately, an integration of 
both utility relocations and cost estimation are presented.  
 
 
3.1 AN OVERVIEW OF UTILITY RELOCATION  
Utility relocation refers to the adjustment applied to a utility facility which conflicts 
with a proposed transportation project. When a utility conflict cannot be solved by making 
changes in the transportation design, the utility company is responsible for relocating their 
facilities to accommodate the transportation project. The operational function of utilities is 
to provide the public with a variety of services. In a utility relocation project, if the utility 
company wants to get reimbursement for the relocation cost, the utility should either have 
a compensable interest in its present location or be compensable under another state statute 
(Cannon, 2017). 
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Basic Concepts  
Utility Companies and Owners 
Utility companies are often used as a synonym for utility owners, which refer to 
private entities or public organizations who own utility facilities. Utility companies also 
operate their utility facilities to provide the public with directly or indirectly services for a 
charge. In most utility relocations, the involved utility companies are responsible for the 
design of their utility facility relocations (Caltrans, 2018). 
 
Utility Facilities 
In this thesis, utility facilities are specially referred to those facilities that conflict 
with the proposed transportation project. It could be underground or overhead pole, pole-
line, pipe, pipeline, conduit, cable, aqueduct, or other structures that are used to provide 
services to its members (Caltrans, 2018). 
 
Utility Agreements 
Utility Agreements are specific documents to record utility relocations that are 
reimbursed by the State. The agreement defines the rights and responsibilities of each party 
involved in the relocation. In general, a utility agreement includes information as the 
following (Garcia, 2017): 
1. Standard Utility Agreement Forms 
2. Detailed Relocation Plans, Specifications, and Cost Estimates 
3. Proof of Reimbursable Interest 
4. Joint-use Agreement. 
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Reimbursable Cost 
If the state reimburses a utility company for the expense of the utility relocation, 
the relocation expense is deemed as reimbursable cost. Generally, agreements between 
DOTs and utility companies would specify the reimbursement of utility relocation, if the 
state paid the relocation costs.  
 
Eligibility 
The utility’s eligibility ratio determines its eligibility. Typically, the utility’s 
assembly package includes the specific formula to compute the eligibility ratio. Eligibility 
issues should be addressed before the approval of the utility agreement assembly. (Cannon, 
2017). 
 
Procedures for Utility Relocation 
In general, the utility relocation procedures consist of plenty of activities. The major 
activities are utility verification, identifying conflict, requesting conflict resolution plan, 
liability determination, notifying owners, right of way utility clearance memo, managing 
the physical relocation, managing relocation invoice, and utility records keeping. The 
following illustrates the figure flow framework of utility relocation procedures in current 
practice: 
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Figure 3-1:  Current Utility Relocation Process Flow Framework (Kraus, Texas. 
Department of Transportation. Research and Technology Implementation, & 
Texas Transportation, 2007) 
 
3.2 AN OVERVIEW OF COST ESTIMATION 
Costs and schedules are two paramount factors for construction projects. As 
discussed above, cost estimation plays a vital role in utility relocations because it has 
significant impacts on utility coordination decisions made by the state DOTs. This section 
presents the essential knowledge for cost estimation in construction projects.  
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Construction Costs 
In most budgets, the expense of an infrastructure system (e.g., buildings, bridges, 
and highways, etc.) are made up of two components: one is the initial capital investment 
for constructing the structure, and the other is the subsequent operational cost. The initial 
investment usually consists of the expenses come from each activity before the facility is 
formally turned over to the owner. Examples of such activities can be land acquisition, 
feasibility studies, preliminary planning, architectural design, and project construction, etc.  
After a facility has been put into service, new costs will be generated from operation 
and maintenance activities. This kind of expense will exist throughout the entire lifecycle 
of the facility until it has been demolished. These costs usually are made up of various 
expenses, which may include operating staff, repairs, renovations, insurance and taxes, 
utilities, as well as other expenses.  
In addition to the cost components mentioned above, another ingredient that 
contributes to the overall project costs is the allowance for contingencies, which stands for 
the expense generated by unexpected events or accidents during the construction phase. 
The total contingency amount could be either added to each cost item or be considered as 
an individual cost category. Good examples of these cost influence factors can be change 
orders, schedule adjustments, external environmental impacts, severe weather, etc. 
 
Cost Estimation Approaches 
As noted earlier, cost estimation is an essential component of project management. 
There are a wide variety of methods for conducting project cost estimation in the 
construction industry. The specific methods utilized to estimate project costs may vary 
from project to project. However, almost all cost estimations are accomplished through one 
or multiple combinations of the following essential approaches (Hendrickson & Au, 1989): 
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Method 1: Unit Cost * Item Quantity. In this approach, the overall construction 
process is broken down into a series of activities/items. Then, the cost estimator computes 
and assigns a unit cost to each activity/item. The total cost for each activity/item is the 
product of the quantities multiplied by its unit cost. The total cost for the entire project is 
the summation of all the item costs.  
Method 2: Empirically-based Cost Estimation. The theory of empirically-based 
cost models began to appear since the 1970s (McGibbon, 1997). The data used to build the 
cost estimation model come from previous projects and reasonable assumptions. 
Empirically-based cost estimation employs statistical approaches (e.g., regression analysis) 
to integrate the construction or maintenance expenses of a facility with several significant 
attributes of the system. The ultimate goal of a cost model is to find the optimum values 
for each parameter in an assumed cost function with the help of statistical methods.  
Method 3: Production Function method. A production function is used to express 
the relationship between a series of input factors and the output production. In construction, 
especially, the production function is deemed as the relationship between the construction 
productivity and various inputs such as labor, materials, tools, and equipment, etc. 
Therefore, for any given output, the objective of a production function is to optimize the 
array of input values minimizing the overall cost of multiple inputs.  
Method 4: Joint Costs Allocation. Joint cost is a kind of cost that exists in a joint 
production process. A joint process takes one input and automatically generates a variety 
of outputs known as joint-products. Usually, joint costs are allocated based on several units. 
The principle of this method is to assign particular features of the operation to each cost 
item causally.  
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Historical Cost Data 
As stated in the previous chapter, historical data has a significant impact on cost 
estimation. However, it is not always available or usable. In some cases, even no historical 
data exists. In other cases, the only historical record available is not decipherable. 
Historical data would turn into an ineffective reference for future cost estimation unless the 
data were collated in an explicable way. Therefore, the format of unit costs for various 
items should be treated effectively and purposefully. 
In fact, there are a variety of publicly open sources which offers construction cost 
information. Common sources to acquire cost data are catalogs of vendors' data, 
periodicals, commercial cost reference manuals for estimating guides, digests of actual 
project costs, etc. 
These cost data are excellent references for cost estimators. However, one should 
always be cautious when using open sources cost data for cost estimation. Although it is 
relatively easy to access these data, it can be fairly difficult to know how these data are 
obtained. Thus, it is likely to introduce uncertainty to cost estimates by using historical data 
without judgment and verification. In addition, any slight change in one of the cost 
components can have a deep impact on the overall construction costs. Moreover, some 
external factors, such as design changes and severe weather, also have an influence on the 
accuracy of cost estimations, which can add extra expenses to the original cost estimate. 
 
Computer Aided Cost Estimation 
Computer-aided cost estimation software has become increasingly sophisticated 
and versatile over the past twenty years. Depending on the specific purpose, the complexity 
of the cost estimation process may vary from tool to tool. For instance, some are just simple 
spreadsheet calculation tools, while others are complicated systems which can 
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automatically come up with cost estimates based on design plans. With the development 
and implementation of these tools, the efficiency and accuracy of cost estimations have 
been largely boosted.  
 
3.3 COST ESTIMATION FOR UTILITY RELOCATION  
Utility Cost Estimation 
In general, the utility coordinator, who acts as a liaison with utility owners, is 
responsible for preparing cost estimation throughout the utility relocation. The relocation 
cost estimation could be based on previously relevant relocation costs, facility unit costs, 
information from utility owners, etc. In addition, the escalation rates ought to be taken into 
consideration when conducting cost estimation. There are a wide variety of methods to 
measure it. For example, one feasible way is to identify industry-wide rates of increases in 
materials, labor, and equipment rentals, etc. In an effort to estimate the inflation, one can 
investigate current labor rates, collect cost information online, as well as consult with utility 
companies or experts. 
In order to prepare the utility cost estimation, the utility coordinator should be 
responsible for the following actions (Caltrans, 2018): 
• Review all the proposed project routes on site. 
• Identify all affected utilities, inform utility companies, and prepare relocation cost 
estimation for each utility.  
• Integrate utility cost estimations and come up with a total cost estimate for the 
overall relocation project. 
• Communicate with utility companies to find out the work scope and provide 
relevant support and coordination. 
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• Investigate potential design changes that can avoid utility relocation or minimize 
the impacts. 
• Plan project schedules and estimate workload for all WBS codes.  
• Prepare the R/W Data Sheet(s) and submit to R/W Estimating.  
 17 
Chapter 4    Development of the Utility Relocation Cost Estimation 
System  
4.1 AN OVERVIEW OF THE COST ESTIMATION SYSTEM  
In general, the development of the Utility Relocation Cost Estimation system could 
be roughly divided into six steps by time:  
1. Determining entities involved in the Utility Relocation Cost Estimation database 
2. Selecting attributes for each entity 
3. Discovering relationships between entities 
4. Creating tables and queries to store and retrieve data  
5. Designing forms and reports to interact with users  
6. Implementing the database into practice  
 
The ultimate output of this system is a cost estimation report for a particular utility 
relocation project. In order to generate this estimation report, the system should be properly 
designed to store relevant data as well as to present data in a well-organized way. Before 
storing data, the first thing was to determine what kind of data is needed in this cost 
estimation system. Therefore, the first task was to decide how many entities will be in the 
system. In the database management system, an entity is a digital representation of a 
particular type of object in the real world. (Coronel & Morris, 2018).  
 
In a database system, tables are used to store data for entities. Each table is a two-
dimensional data structure which stores all the relevant data for a particular entity. Each 
column in the table is an attribute of the entity which describes particular characteristics of 
that entity. Each row in the table is a specific instance of that entity. With these tables, all 
the information could be well-organized in the system. 
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Sl. No. Entity Information represented 
1 DOT_PROJ Highway Projects 
2 UTIL_CMPNY Utility Companies 
3 UTIL_FCLTY Utility Facilities 
4 AGREEMENT Agreements 
5 AGR_ITEM Agreement Items 
6 UTIL_ESTMT Cost Estimations 
7 ESTMT_ITEM Estimation Items 
Table 4-1: Tables in the Utility Relocation Cost Estimation System 
The supreme purpose of the database system, however, is not only to store data but 
also to take advantage of the data records. Hence, coming along with tables, queries are 
used in the database to retrieve specific information, which users are interested in, from the 
large collections of data. In other words, a query is a user request that asks the database to 
execute a specific data manipulation instruction. 
 
  
Sl. No. Name of Query Function 
1 qry_PROJ Request listing all project records stored in the system 
2 qry_CMPNY Request listing all utility company records 
3 qry_FCLTY Request listing all utility facility records 
4 qry_AGRMT Request listing all utility agreement records 
5 qry_AgrmtItem Request listing all agreement item records for a given utility 
agreement 
6 qry_ESTMT Request listing all cost estimate records 
7 qry_EstItemLists Request listing all estimate item records for a given cost 
estimate 
8 qry_AvgAgrsUnitCost Calculate the average agreement unit cost for a given estimate 
item 
9 qry_FindAgreements Find all the stored agreements for a given estimate item 
10 qry_RPT_EstItemLists Generate the final report for a selected cost estimate 
Table 4-2: Queries in the Utility Relocation Cost Estimation System 
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Although with well-designed tables and queries, the database can be free from 
problems regarding data storing and retrieving, it is unrealistic to ask users to work directly 
on the tables. In this respect, forms are employed to provide end users with visualized user 
interfaces (UI) which allows end users work on the database to be more efficient. Each 
form is an individual window that allows users to input information. After receiving user 
inputs, the system will give timely responses. For example, some inputs may add new 
records into a table, and other inputs may trigger a command to open a new form or a 
report.  
 
 
Sl. No. Name of Form Function 
1 fm_MainMenu Navigational panel to switch to other forms 
2 fm_PROJ UI for data manipulations on utility projects  
3 fm_CMPNY UI for data manipulations on utility companies 
4 fm_FCLTY UI for data manipulations on utility facilities 
5 fm_AGRMT UI for data manipulations on utility agreements 
6 fm_agrItem UI for data manipulations on agreement items 
7 fm_ESTMT UI for data manipulations on cost estimates 
8 fm_estimateItem UI for data manipulations on estimate items 
9 fm_RPT UI for data manipulations on estimate reports 
10 fm_LookupFacID_ArgItem A sub-list located in fm_agrItem to display 
information for a particular utility facility  
11 fm_LookupFacID_EstItem A sub-list located in fm_estimateItem to display 
information for a particular utility facility  
Table 4-3: Forms in the Utility Relocation Cost Estimation System 
 
Other than forms, which both enable inputs and outputs, reports provide a 
unidirectional mode to display organized information. Each report is pre-designed with 
fields and titles. These fields in the report will be filled in with a value directly or indirectly 
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come from data stored in the system. Direct data may derive from a simple query, while 
indirect ones may be a result of a numerical calculation. 
 
 
Figure 4-1: Cost Estimate Report on the Utility Relocation Cost Estimation System 
 
4.2 BACK-END OF THE SYSTEM  
This section talks about the data logic and structure behind the Utility Relocation 
Cost Estimation System. 
4.2.1 Entities, Attributes, Relationships, and ER Diagram 
Entity relationship diagram (ERD) is a diagram that simultaneously illustrates 
entities, attributes, and relationships in the system. An individual rectangle represents an 
entity, which composes of two parts – an upper one and a lower one. The name of the entity 
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is displayed in the upper part of the rectangle, while attributes belonging to the entity are 
listed on the lower part. In each rectangle, there is a key symbol on the left side of one of 
the attributes. That marked attribute is the primary key of the entity, which works as an 
identifier for any given entity instance. As shown in Figure 4-2, a solid line expresses the 
relationship between two entities. There are three kinds of relationships in a rational 
database – one to one, one to many, and many to many.  
 
 
 
Figure 4-2: Entity Relationship Diagram for the Utility Relocation Cost Estimation 
System 
 
4.2.2 Tables: Representative of Entities 
A table is a two-dimensional structure which consists of intersectional rows and 
columns. Tables are a basic data structure in the relational database management system. 
In a table, each row lists an entity instance; each column represents an attribute of the 
entity. Tables are connected to each other by sharing same attributes (Coronel & Morris, 
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2018). With tables, data stored in the database could not only be organized independently 
by entity classification but also be connected by common attributes. There are seven tables 
in the Utility Relocation Cost Estimation System. The following sections provide an 
overview of each form and its screenshots. 
 
Project Table  
Project Table stored data regarding highway projects. The Project CSJ No. is the 
primary key for this table. Except for the Project CSJ No., other attributes in the project 
table are ROW CSJ, Highway No., Federal Project No, Description, and Urban/Rural 
feature. The Project Table was connected to Agreement Table and Cost Estimate Table by 
the Project CSJ No. key. 
 
 
Figure 4-3: Project Table in the Utility Relocation Cost Estimation System 
 
Company Table 
Company Table stored data regarding utility companies. An identity number will 
be automatically assigned to a new company at the first time it was created, which serves 
as the primary key for this table. Except for Company ID, another attribute in the Company 
Table is Company Name. The Company Table was connected to Agreement Table by the 
Company ID key. 
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Figure 4-4: Company Table in the Utility Relocation Cost Estimation System 
 
Facility Table 
Facility Table stored data regarding utility facilities. An identity number will be 
automatically assigned to a new facility at the first time it was created, which serves as the 
primary key for this table. Except for the Facility ID, other attributes in the Facility Table 
are size, underground or overhead, underground technique, Minimum Unit Cost from 
Historical Data, Average Unit Cost from Historical Data, and Maximum Unit Cost from 
Historical Data. The Facility Table was connected to Agreement Item Table and Estimate 
Item Table by the Facility ID key. 
 
 
 
Figure 4-5: Facility Table in the Utility Relocation Cost Estimation System 
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Agreement Table 
Agreement Table stored data regarding agreements between TxDOT and utility 
companies. The U Number is the primary key for this table. Except for the U Number, 
other attributes in the Agreement table are Project CSJ, utility Company ID, and Date 
information. The Agreement Table was connected to Project Table by Project CSJ, and 
connected to Company Table by Company ID. Besides, it also connected to Agreement 
Item Table by U Number. 
 
 
Figure 4-6: Agreement Table in the Utility Relocation Cost Estimation System 
 
Agreement Item Table 
Agreement Item Table stored facility items regarding a particular agreement 
between TxDOT and utility companies. An identity number will be automatically assigned 
to a new agreement item when it was created, which serves as the primary key for this 
table. Except for the Agreement Item ID, other attributes in the Agreement Item Table are 
agreement U Number, Facility ID, Agreement Quantity, Agreement Unit, and Agreement 
Unit Cost. The Agreement Item Table was connected to Agreement Table by U Number, 
and to Facility Table by Facility ID.  
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Figure 4-7: Agreement Item Table in the Utility Relocation Cost Estimation System 
Estimate Table 
Estimate Table stored data regarding utility relocation cost estimates. An identity 
number will be automatically assigned to a new cost estimate when it was created, which 
serves as the primary key for this table. Except for the Estimate ID, other attributes in the 
Estimate Table are Project CSJ, Estimate Contingency, Estimate Limits From, Estimate 
Limits To, Estimate County, Estimate Station From, and Estimate Station To. The Estimate 
Table was connected to Project Table by Project CSJ, and to Estimate Item Table by 
Estimate ID. 
 
 
Figure 4-8: UTIL_ESTMT Table in the Utility Relocation Cost Estimation System 
Estimate Item Table 
Estimate Item Table stored facility items regarding a particular cost estimate. An 
identity number will be automatically assigned to a new estimate item when it was created, 
which serves as the primary key for this table. Except for the Estimate Item ID, other 
attributes in the Estimate Item Table are Estimate ID, utility Facility ID, Estimate Quantity, 
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Estimate Unit, Estimate Unit Cost, Estimate Eligibility, and Estimate Percentage for Urban. 
The Estimate Item Table was connected to Estimate Table by Estimate ID, and to Facility 
Table by Facility ID.  
 
 
Figure 4-9: ESTMT_ITEM Table in the Utility Relocation Cost Estimation System 
 
4.3 FRONT-END OF THE SYSTEM  
Forms are employed to provide user interfaces (UI) which allows the end users 
work on the database more efficiently. There are eight major forms in the Utility Relocation 
Cost Estimation database. The following section demonstrates each form in detail. 
 
4.3.1 Forms: User Interfaces 
Main Menu Form 
Main Menu is the first interface that users interact with after opening the Utility 
Relocation Cost Estimation system, as shown in Figure 4-10. Main Menu screen is 
primarily a navigational form that makes it easy to switch to the options available. The 
options are: (1) Projects; (2) Companies; (3) Facilities; (4) Agreements; (5) Estimates; (6) 
Reports; and (7) Quit. 
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Figure 4-10: Main Menu 
 
Projects Form 
Projects form allows users to add, edit or delete data that defines the proposed 
highway project, as shown in Figure 4-11.  
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Figure 4-11: Projects Form 
The form is divided into two parts: (1) Project list box section and (2) 
Add/Edit/Delete section. The project list box section is on the top half of the form, which 
allows users to toggle between project information that is stored in the system. The fields 
of project information screen are explained below: 
CSJ – a text box field where the Construction Section Job (CSJ) number of the 
project is entered.  
ROW CSJ – a text box field where the Right-of-Way Construction Section Job 
number of the project is entered. 
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Highway No. – a text box field where the highway number of the project is entered. 
Federal Project No. – a text box field where the federal project number of the 
project is entered. 
Urban/Rural – a text box field where the location the project is entered. 
Utility Companies Form 
Utility Companies form allows users to manage data regarding utility companies, 
as shown in Figure 4-12. The form is divided into two parts: (1) Company list box section 
and (2) Add/Edit/Delete section. The company list box section is on the top half of the 
form, which allows users to toggle between company information that is stored in the 
system. The fields of the utility companies screen are explained below: 
Company Name – a textbox field where the utility company name is entered. 
 
 
Figure 4-12: Utility Companies Form 
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Facilities Form 
Facilities form allows users to add, edit or delete data that relevant to the utility 
facility which will be relocated for the proposed highway project, as shown in Figure 4-13.  
 
 
Figure 4-13:  Facilities Form 
The form is divided into two parts: (1) Facility list box section and (2) 
Add/Edit/Delete section. The facility list box section is the on top half of the form, which 
allows users to toggle between facility information that is stored in the system. The fields 
of facility information screen are explained below:  
Type of Facility – a combo box field to add/edit the facility type. 
Size – a combo box field to add/edit the facility size, if not applicable choose “N/A.” 
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OH/UG – a combo box field to add/edit overhead or underground status for the 
facility, if not applicable choose “N/A.” 
UG Tech – a combo box field to add/edit the particular underground technology for 
the facility, if not applicable choose “N/A.” 
Average Unit Cost from Historical Data– a text box field where the average unit 
cost of the facility recorded in historical data is entered. 
Min Unit Cost from Historical Data – a text box field where the minimum unit cost 
of the facility recorded in historical data is entered. 
Max Unit Cost from Historical Data – a text box field where the maximum of the 
facility unit cost recorded in historical data is entered. 
Agreements Form 
Agreements form allows users to add, edit or delete data that relevant to agreements 
between TxDOT and utility companies, as shown in Figure 4-14. The form is divided into 
two parts: (1) Agreement list box section and (2) Add/Edit/Delete section. The agreement 
list box section is on the top half of the form, which allows users to toggle between 
agreement information that is stored in the system. The fields of agreement information 
screen are explained below:  
U Number – a textbox field where U/Permit number of an agreement is entered. 
Project CSJ – a textbox field where the Construction Section Job (CSJ) number of 
the project is entered. (Note: A Project CSJ number should be entered in Projects form 
before using for an agreement in Agreement form.) 
Company ID – a combo box field displaying both company ID and its name to help 
users to select a particular utility company engaged in an agreement. 
Date – a text box field to add/edit the date when the selected agreement was signed. 
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Figure 4-14:  Agreements Form 
Agreement Details Form 
Agreement Details form allows users to add, edit or delete data that relevant to 
agreement items involved in a particular agreement, as shown in Figure 4-15. To view 
agreement detail information, users firstly select a particular agreement listed on the top 
part in Agreement form and then click on the “Item Details” command on Agreements 
form. The form is divided into two parts: (1) Agreement Items section and (2) Facility 
Looking Up section. The agreement items section is on the top half of the form, which 
allows users to add or edit agreement items. The fields of agreement item are explained 
below: 
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U Number – a combo box field where U/Permit number of an agreement is selected. 
Facility No. – a combo box field where the facility number is selected. (Note: This 
number could be looked up by successively selecting facility Type, Size, OH/UG, and UG 
Tech on the bottom part of this form.) 
Qty – a text box field where the quantity of the agreement item is entered. 
Unit – a text box field where the unit of the agreement item is entered. 
Unit Cost – a text box field where the unit cost of the agreement item is entered. 
 
Figure 4-15: Agreement Details Form 
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Cost Estimates Form 
Cost Estimates form allows users to add, edit or delete data that relevant to cost 
estimates generated by a particular utility relocation, as shown in Figure 4-16.  
 
 
Figure 4-16: Cost Estimates Form 
The form is divided into two parts: (1) Cost Estimate list box section and (2) 
Add/Edit/Delete section. The cost estimate list box section is on the top half of the form, 
which allows users to toggle between cost estimate information that is stored in the system. 
The fields of cost estimate information screen are explained below:  
Project CSJ – a text box field where the Construction Section Job (CSJ) number of 
the project is entered. (Note: A Project CSJ number should be entered in Projects form 
before using for a cost estimate in Cost Estimate form.) 
Limits From – a text box field where the limits beginning is entered. 
Limits To – a text box field where the limits ending is entered. 
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Contingency – a text box field where the contingency of the cost estimate is entered. 
County – a text box field where the located county name is entered. 
Station From – a text box field where the station beginning is entered. 
Station To – a text box field where the station ending is entered. 
 
Estimate Details Form 
Estimate Details form allows users to add, edit or delete data that relevant to 
estimate items involved in a particular cost estimate, as shown in Figure 4-17. To view 
estimate detail information, users first select a particular cost estimate listed on the top part 
in Cost Estimates form and then click on the “Item Details” command on Cost Estimates 
form. The form is divided into two parts: (1) Estimate Items section and (2) Facility 
Looking Up section. The estimate items section is on the top half of the form, which allows 
users to add or edit estimate items. The estimate items list box allows users to toggle 
between estimate items that are stored in the system. The bottom facility looking up section 
is used to look up the facility number and unit cost information for a particular estimate 
item. The fields of agreement item are explained below: 
Estimate No. – a combo box field where the number of the estimate which contains 
the item is selected. 
Facility No. – a combo box field where the facility number is selected. (Note: This 
number could be looked up by successively selecting facility Type, Size, OH/UG, and UG 
Tech in the bottom part of this form.) 
Estimate Qty – a text box field where the quantity of the estimated item is entered. 
Estimate Unit – a text box field where the unit of the estimated item is entered. 
Estimate Unit Cost – a text box field where the unit cost of the estimated item is 
entered. 
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Eligibility Ratio – a text box field where the eligibility ratio of the estimated item 
is entered. 
Percentage for Urban – a text box field where the percentage for adjustment cost 
estimate in an urban area is entered. 
 
 
 
Figure 4-17: Estimate Details Form 
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Reports Form 
Reports form provides an interface for users to choose a report for a particular cost 
estimate, as shown in Figure 4-18. The form is divided into two parts: (1) Cost Estimate 
list box section and (2) Navigation section. The cost estimate list box section is on the top 
half of the form, which allows users to select a report for a particular cost estimate. The 
bottom half of the screen is navigation section. The textbox shows the selected cost 
estimate number for which the report will be generated.  
 
 
Figure 4-18: Reports Form 
 
4.3.2 Reports: Organized Outputs  
The Estimate Reports was designed to display all the information related to a cost 
estimate in a well-organized way, as shown in Figure 4-19. The upper part of the report 
lists the transportation project information – CSJ, ROW CSJ, County, Length, Limits, and 
Stations. The lower part of the report lists cost estimation information in detail. Each row 
in the lower part is a specific cost estimate item, for which the facility information and cost 
estimation information was displayed. Regarding facility property information, the type, 
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size, OH/UG, and UG Tech were listed. Likewise, the Quantity, Unit, Unit Cost, 
Percentage for Urban, Estimated Relocation Cost, Eligibility Ratio, and Reimbursable 
Relocation Costs were estimation relevant information. Finally, the sum of all estimations 
– Total Reimbursable Relocation Costs – was shown on the bottom part of the report. 
Besides, the structure of the cost estimate report comes from a normal cost estimation 
spreadsheet received from TxDOT, as shown in Figure 4-20. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-19: Estimate Reports 
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Figure 4-20: Utility Relocation Cost Estimation spreadsheet from TxDOT   
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CHAPTER 5    Implementation of the Utility Relocation Cost 
Estimation System 
The implementation of the Utility Relocation Cost Estimation system has been 
executed since the development phase. Several rounds of testing and debugging were 
carried out to test the validity and usability of the system. During the development phase, 
the first test was implemented with test data served as placeholders to test the validity of 
the system. For example, whether the designed queries can come out with expected results, 
if not the incompetent query was modified and tested again.  
Right after the completion of all functions in database development, real data 
derived from utility agreements, such as facility information and cost information, were 
adopted to carry out the second round of testing. In fact, the impacts of this process were 
significant. For one thing, the validity of the database was confirmed with these test data. 
For another, these data were stored in the database to work as historical records for future 
cost estimation.  
Furthermore, when the second-round test was done, the system was handed over to 
TxDOT personnel to get the third-round on-site test. Later, feedback on the system from 
TxDOT was collected. With the feedback, the research team updated database to 
accommodate new user needs. Finally, the updated version was submitted to TxDOT. This 
chapter mainly illustrates the typical procedure to create a cost estimate with the Utility 
Relocation Cost Estimation system. In addition to that, some useful functions such as 
facility lookup function and agreement lookup function were also discussed in detail. 
This chapter focuses primarily on the essential workflow of the cost estimation 
system. Thus, the test case introduced in this section is under an assumption that all the 
data needed to generate a cost estimate were already saved in the system. A lot of work 
regarding data preparation were omitted from this chapter. For example, before creating a 
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cost estimate, a project entry should be built in advance. An effective cost estimate needs 
a project CSJ number to be one of its attributes. Similarly, an estimate item needs 
Add/Edit/Delete to input a particular facility number. Therefore, a record of that particular 
facility should be stored in the system before applying it to an estimated item. Meanwhile, 
all the relevant utility agreements should be entered in advance for deriving an average 
cost form them. With all the data needed fully prepared, a new cost estimate could be easily 
created by following the steps described in the next section of this chapter. 
5.1 CREATE A NEW COST ESTIMATE  
Forms are employed to provide user interfaces (UI) which allows the end users 
work on the database more efficiently. There are eight major forms in the Utility Relocation 
Cost Estimation database system. The following section demonstrates each form in detail.  
Step 1.    Open Cost Estimates form by clicking on  
command on Main Menu screen. 
 
 
Figure 5-1:  Open Cost Estimates Form 
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Step 2.    Click on  command and enter cost estimate information 
using textbox fields. 
 
Figure 5-2:  Add a Cost Estimate Entry 
Step 3.    Complete all the data entry on the bottom part of the form. 
 
Figure 5-3:  Input Cost Estimate Information 
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Step 4.    Click on  command to save and display the new cost estimate 
on the list box. 
 
Figure 5-4:  Display the new Cost Estimate Entry 
Step 5.    Select the new cost estimate and click on  command to 
open Estimate Details form. 
 
Figure 5-5:  Open the Estimate Details Form 
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Step 6.    Click on the  command and enter estimate item information 
using textbox fields. 
 
 
 
Figure 5-6:  Add an Estimate Item in the Estimate Details Form 
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Step 7.    Looking up Facility No. with the bottom half part of the form. 
Specifically, selecting Type, Size, OH/UG, and UG Tech one by one, and the Facility No. 
will be queried and displayed in the bottom text box automatically.   
 
 
 
Figure 5-7:  Look up Facility Number 
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Step 8.    Selecting Facility No. with the drop-down box on the top part of the 
form. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-8:  Select Facility Number 
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Step 9.    To verify facility information, please click on  command 
between the list and the combo boxes on the bottom part.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-9:  Display Information for the selected Facility 
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Step 10.    After completing estimate Qty, Unit, and Unit Cost, click on  
command to save the estimated item in the system. Meanwhile, the new estimate item 
appears on the list box. 
 
 
 
Figure 5-10:  Display the new Estimate Item 
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Step 11.    After all the estimate items are added, go back to Main Menu and open 
Reports to view the final cost estimate results. 
 
 
Figure 5-11:  Open Reports Form 
Step 12.    Clicking on  command to open the report for the selected 
cost estimate. 
 
 
Figure 5-12:  Open a Cost Estimate Report for the selected Estimate Entry 
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Figure 5-13:  Utility Relocation Cost Estimation Report 
 
5.2 ADDITIONAL FUNCTIONS 
There are several additional functions in the Utility Relocation Cost Estimation 
system to provide looking up services for end users.  
 
5.2.1 Facility Looking Up Function 
The Facility Looking Up Function is designed to help users find the Facility ID 
which is a prerequisite for creating an agreement item or a cost estimate item. The Facility 
Looking Up Function was integrated into both the Agreement Item table and the Estimate 
Item table. The following steps illustrate how to use the Facility Looking Up Function in 
the Estimate Item table. The Facility No. looking up module was located on the bottom 
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section in the Estimate Item form. After successively selecting Type, Size, OH/UG, and 
UG Tech, the Facility No. will be displayed automatically. 
 
 
 
Figure 5-14:  Additional Functions: Looking Up Facility Number 
 
5.2.2 Agreements Looking Up Function 
Except for the Facility Looking Up Function, the Agreements Looking Up Function 
provides a way for end users to get references regarding unit cost from historical data and 
average unit cost from relevant agreements.  
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Figure 5-15:  Additional Functions: Looking Up Relevant Agreements 
Likewise, the Agreements Looking Up Function in the Estimate Item table enables 
end users to know all the relevant agreement records for a selected estimate item. The 
followed steps illustrated the basic workflow of this function.  
Step 1.    Select the desired estimate item from the company list box. The 
information of selected estimate item appears on the Add/Edit/Delete section. 
Step 2.    Click on  command to view relevant agreements for the 
selected estimate item. 
 
Figure 5-16:  Additional Functions: Looking Up Estimate Quantity 
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5.2.3 Estimate Quantity Looking Up Function 
In addition to the functions mentioned above, the database also provides end users 
with another useful service - Estimate Quantity Looking Up Function. The following steps 
show how to look up estimate quantity for a given utility facility. The assumption behind 
this method is that the route of the estimated facility has already been known. 
 
Step 1.    Click on  command to open Google Maps window. 
 
 
Figure 5-17:  Open Google Maps Window 
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Step 2.    Select the start point on the map by right clicking mouse and choosing 
“Directions from here.” 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-18:  Select the Start Point 
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Step 3.    Select the destination on the map by right clicking mouse and choosing 
“Directions to here.” Then, the distance will be computed automatically. 
 
 
 
Figure 5-19:  Select the End Point 
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Step 4.    Convert the distance from miles to linear feet by entering the value in 
the left bottom text box. Then, the distance will be converted to linear feet. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-20:  Convert the Length 
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CHAPTER 6    Conclusions and Recommendations 
The research aimed to develop a database system which stores historical cost 
information from reliable data sources and provides end users with cost estimations 
according to the records. The data sources come either from previously executed utility 
agreements between TxDOT office and utility owners or publicly available open source 
historical cost data. Finally, the system was fully completed and has been handed over to 
TxDOT for further tests and implementations. This chapter focuses on the conclusions 
derived from this research and discusses the benefits, limitations, future research 
recommendations of the Utility Relocation Cost Estimation database system.  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
This section of the chapter summarizes the conclusions derived from the successful 
completion of the Utility Relocation Cost Estimation database. 
First of all, the most important work in this research is to design and optimize the 
structure of the system. The basic logic to compute cost estimates is not complicated. 
However, it is not easy to make decisions on the components of the system. The objective 
of this research is to develop a cost estimation system for utility relocation. Thus, every 
entity relevant to cost estimation in the utility relocation process was involved in the 
database. Moreover, the attributes of each entity were defined and initiated. Meanwhile, 
the relationships between various entities were set up, which maintained the data integrity 
of the database. In fact, with the development of the database, these attributes were adjusted 
for many times. In some cases, the modifications were made to accommodate new user 
needs. In other cases, the adjustments were conducted to make certain functions work more 
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efficiently. Just as the nature of software development, a lot of work in this research was 
done on debugs and tests to ensure the usability and validity of the system.  
In addition, communication and feedback play a vital role in the successful 
completion of the database. Weekly internal meetings were held to discuss progress, 
resolve issues, and plan the next research tasks. During these meetings, the research team 
exchanged weekly achievements and got comments and suggestions to continue new tasks. 
Furthermore, periodical meetings were held with TxDOT personnel. The latest 
achievements were presented at these meetings, and feedback was gathered from TxDOT. 
The feedback gave new directions on the further updates to the system. In fact, the feedback 
from TxDOT enables the Utility Relocation Cost Estimation database to be more user-
friendly. The first deliverable version was turned over to TxDOT personnel during summer 
2017. Two weeks later, the research team got feedback and comments from them. Then, 
the system was partially modified and updated, which ultimately became the latest version. 
 
BENEFITS OF UTILITY RELOCATION COST ESTIMATION SYSTEM 
This section sums up the major benefits of the Utility Relocation Cost Estimation 
system.  
The system is one of the few tools designed especially for utility relocation cost 
estimation. With this system, utility coordinators can make easy cost estimations with 
reliable data sources. This system also enables the DOT offices to play a more active role 
in coordination with multiple stakeholders in utility relocation. 
Due to the Utility Relocation Cost Estimation system, previous cost information 
from agreements between TxDOT office and utility companies was organized and recorded 
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in electronic format. Before this system, agreements only existed in the form of hard copy, 
which makes it difficult for future use.  
This database is designed for utility coordinators who may not be professional cost 
estimators. Thus, the first principle is to make it easy to use. The user-friendly principle 
was applied both to the cost estimation workflow and user interfaces. As illustrated in both 
Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, the basic logic is straightforward, end users can create a cost 
estimation by entering the necessary information, and a report will be automatically 
generated for review. Moreover, user interfaces followed the style in normal systems used 
by TxDOT, which can provide end users with a familiar work environment. With these 
features, the learning curve has been largely reduced. 
 
LIMITATIONS OF UTILITY RELOCATION COST ESTIMATION SYSTEM 
The system worked as a pioneer in the field of utility relocation cost estimation. It 
was developed by the research team in the hope that it was as complete as possible. 
However, there are some limitations in this database. 
Due to the limited number of available agreements, at the current stage, the facility 
information and cost data derived from previous agreements are restricted. Although data 
obtained from historical data served as substitutions, the estimation based on agreements 
is more accurate than that from the open source database.  
 
FUTURE RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS 
During the late stage of the development, the research team proposed an additional 
function - the Estimate Quantity Looking Up Function, which facilitates users to obtain 
estimate quantity information. This function aimed to integrate Google Maps into the 
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Utility Relocation Cost Estimation system. With this function, the end users click two 
points on the map, and the distance between the selected points will be computed and 
automatically passed to the active estimate quantity field. However, due to the accessibility 
of Google Maps APIs, the research team didn’t get any valid methods to obtain coordinates 
of selected points on Google Maps. As an alternative, the research team integrated Google 
Maps into the database, which enables the system to display the distance between two 
selected points. However, users need to manually enter the quantity data into the field 
instead of automatically collecting data by the system. Therefore, the next development 
may focus on how to make the current semi-automatic process become a fully automatic 
one. 
In addition, another possible direction for future research is to focus on how to 
integrate the Utility Relocation Cost Estimation with GIS platform. The success of the 
integration will also enable the database to accomplish the fully automatic goal, which will 
largely boost the efficiency of preliminary cost estimates for utility relocation in 
transportation projects.  
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